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PREFACE

Recognizing the important relationship between vision and the learning process,

the 68th Texas Legislature passed the Special Senses and Communication Disorders Act

of 1983, Chapter 36, Texas Health and Safety Code. The rules for the Special Senses and

Communications Disorders Act were reviewed and new rules were adopted on March 11,

2004, which resulted in a name change to the Vision and Hearing Screening Program,

effective August 1, 2004. (See Screening Schedule and Requirements on page 6.) One

purpose of the Act is to identify those children in need of professional vision and hearing

examinations. As a part of comprehensive preschool and school health programming,

vision and hearing screening is aimed at detecting problems which could limit the child's

educational opportunities.
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INTRODUCTION

This manual is intended for use in conjunction with a vision screener training session

conducted by a Texas Department of State Health Services certified vision instructor. It provides

information on standards for administration of preschool and school vision screening tests,

appropriate referral criteria, and the necessary referral procedures.

To become certified as a vision screener or an instructor of vision screeners, a person must

meet specified training criteria. Certification is valid for five (5) years. Shortly before the end of

that time, screeners and instructors must be recertified to maintain current status.

Within the state, many vision screening programs for children have progressed to levels

beyond the minimum standards described in these guidelines. Vision screeners exceeding the

minimum requirements are encouraged to continue to do so provided that:

1) The screening method is professionally recognized as being valid for vision screening,

and

2) All persons performing such screening are trained by a professional knowledgeable in

and experienced with the screening tool(s).

Vision Screening Program's Goals and Objectives for Screeners

It is the goal of this program to equip each vision screener with the knowledge and skills

necessary to make appropriate referrals for evaluation by an ophthalmologist or an optometrist.

To achieve this, vision screeners will be expected to meet the following objectives:

1) Recognize signs and symptoms associated with visual problems.

2) Select and use materials to create an appropriate screening environment.

3) Determine by the age of the child which of the three screening charts should be

selected.

4) Train the child to respond accurately to indicated target objects (symbols) on the

selected chart.

5) Pretest to determine whether training for distance acuity screening was effective and

chart selection was appropriate to child's developmental level.
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6) Demonstrate proper screening and record keeping procedures for distance acuity,

Hirschberg corneal light reflex, and cover and uncover tests.

7) Determine pass/fail, rescreen, and referral status of a child based on established criteria

for two age groups.

8) Demonstrate knowledge of appropriate follow-up procedures for children who fail the

screen.

9) Demonstrate knowledge of appropriate procedures for making statistical reports to the

Texas Department of Health.

What is a Vision Screening Proeram?

An effective vision screening program consists of five major elements:

1. identification of a possible problem,

2. referral to an eye care specialist (ophthalmologist or optometrist) for diagnostic

evaluation,

3. treatment when appropriate,

4. educational consideration of relevant conditions, and

5. tracking and follow-up of all referrals for statistical evaluation of program's

effectiveness.

IDENTIFICATION is the first major goal of a vision screening program and can be

achieved through observation and mass screening for possible visual problems. Vision screening is

a simple, nondiagnostic procedure which can be accomplished by a properly trained individual

using uniform testing techniques and consistent referral standards. It is important to remember that

by definition a screening will not detect all eye problems nor identify all children with vision

difficulties.

A REFERRAL FOR DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION is made to either an

ophthalmologist or an optometrist once the child is identified as possibly having a problem. The

eye care specialist then locates a defect (if present), determines its nature and extent, and makes eye

care recommendations based on the diagnostic findings. If a problem is truly identified by the eye

care specialist, treatment (when appropriate) should follow.

I
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TREATMENT may consist of observation, glasses, contact lenses, surgical and/or medical

correction, including orthoptics.

While the eye care specialist may make EDUCATIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS, the

institution responsible for the child's education must determine how to use this information along

with their knowledge of visual functioning and teaching methods to help each child reach maximum

learning potential.

TRACKING AND FOLLOW-UP of all referrals are necessary to ensure that children

failing the screening receive services. This is done by keeping a log of the children referred and of

their evaluation outcomes, if obtainable. Such information will assist in the making of the annual

statistical report required by the Department of State Health Services.
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SCREENING SCHEDULE AND REQUIREMENTS

The Vision and Hearing Screening Program, Chapter 36 of the Texas Health and Safety

Code, requires that all children enrolled for the first time in any public, private, parochial, or

denominational school or in a Department of Family and Protective Services licensed child-care

facility in Texas, or who meet certain grade criteria (specified below), must be screened or have a

professional examination for possible vision and hearing problems.

WHO MUST BE SCREENED WHEN SCREENING MUST BE DONE

4-years old by September 0s Within 120 days of admission

Kindergartners

Any other first-time entrants

(4 years' through 121h grade)

I "-, 3rd,- 5- and 7 th-graders Anytime within the school year

(preferably within 120 days of admission)

To collect screening information for each child, a facility may use its own screening form or

duplicate one provided by the Department of State Health Services upon request (M-40 or M-60).

In either case, there must be a screening record on file for each child enrolled. The following data

must be recorded: CHILD'S NAME, TYPE OF SCREENING, DATE, SCREENER, AND

SCREENING RESULTS.

Annual reports for vision and hearing screening activities should be submitted to the

Department of State Health Services on proper forms, M-52 (hearing screening) and M-62 (vision

screening) by June 3 0 th of each year. These forms are mailed to schools and child-care facilities

annually.

'Although not required by Chapter 36, Department of Family and Protective Services licensed
child-care facilities are encouraged to screen all children younger than 4 years of age who can
reliably respond to the screening tests outlined in the Department of State Health Services' vision
and hearing screening protocols.
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Screening Procedures

For VISION SCREENING, a distance acuity for the right and left eyes must be recorded,

e.g., 20/20, 20/30, etc. Approved charts for distance acuity screening include (1) Snellen Letter

Chart, (2) Snellen "Tumbling E" Chart, (3) H:O:T:V Matching-Symbol Test. (Muscle balance

tests - Hirschberg corneal light reflex and cover and uncover tests - will be included in the

certification workshops and are optional tests.)

For HEARING SCREENING, the results of the pure-tone audiometric Sweep-Check Screen

must be recorded for both the right and left ears. A Sweep-Check Screen is to be conducted at an

intensity of 25 dB (or less) the following frequencies: 1000, 2000, and 4000 Hertz.

Additional Screening Information

Upon written request submitted to the Department of State Health Services and approved by

the Department, the screening of hearing and vision for those beyond the first-entry level may

occur in alternating years from those specified. In addition to those groups required to be screened,

the Department of State Health Services also recommends that the following children be given

vision screening:

1. students returning from an absence resulting from some communicable disease;

2. students referred by teachers, parents, or others;

3. children who repeat a grade and who have not been screened within the last year.
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THE EYE AND THE SEEING PROCESS

The Eye and the Physical Act of Seeing

To better understand how the eye functions, a look at the anatomy of the eye is needed. (See

Figure 2 below.)

HORIZONTAL SECTION
OF A RIGHT EYEBALL

TUCONJUNCTIVA

OPTIC O SCHLEMM
NERVES IRIS

(BLIND SPOT) L
MACULA CORNEA

RETINA AQUEOUS

SUSPENSORY

SCLERA CLIARY

Figure 2: Horizontal Section of an Eyeball

The transparent and circular "cover" of tissue in the front of the eye is called the cornea.

Starting at the edge of the cornea, a thin, moist, protective membrane called the conjunctiva

doubles forward to the line the eyelids. The sclera is the white portion of the eye that is protected

and covered by the conjunctiva. There are three layers of tissue that make up the eye, and the

cornea and sclera compose the outer layer. The middle layer next to the sclera is called the

choroid. It is a dark, thin tissue containing many blood vessels that furnish nutrition to the retina,

the inner layer of tissue. The retina is a light-sensitive layer of nerve cells; these nerve cells receive

and send information about the light coming into the eye to the brain.

Light is reflected from all objects seen and enters the eye through the cornea. It travels

through the pupil, the circular, black-looking opening in the iris, the colored portion of the eye.

The pupil widens (dilates) or narrows (contracts) to allow more or less light in according to the

brightness of the object. It also contracts to increase the sharpness of small objects. From the
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pupil, light travels through the lens, the curved, transparent and flexible capsule that separates the

front of the eye from the back. Two different kinds of fluid fill the spaces in the front and the back

of the eye, but both basically give the eye its shape.

The lens operates much like a camera lens in focusing light rays on the retina. To do this,

the lens changes its shape through the action of ciliary muscles; this is known as accommodation.

Through accommodation, the light rays come to focus at a specific point in the back of the eye

called the fovea centralis. (See Figure 3 below.) From there, the optic nerve receives information

about the light and sends it to the brain for meaningful interpretation.

Figure 3: How a Figure is 'Seen" by the Eyeball

Development of the Seeing Process and Binocular Vision

Development of the seeing process is a learned function; the learning involves the brain's

ability to receive and interpret the messages sent by the eye. It is believed that at birth, a child's

ability to see is not fully developed, and it is known that the eyeball is generally shorter from the

front to the back than it will be later.

By about 4-6 months of age, the child should be using both eyes together. The growth of the

eye proceeds until about 7 to 8 years of age. At that time, many authorities believe that the eye

reaches "optimum" size for ease of seeing at near and far and that the brain has "learned" to interpret

the information the eye gives it.

This simple description of the development of the seeing process is essential to

understanding the ultimate goal of vision - Binocular Vision.



BINOCULAR VISION occurs when both eyes automatically adjust so that the image being

viewed falls on the same parts of each retina (See Figure 4 below). The two images are fused and

perceived as a single image in the brain; this process is referred to as fusion. When the two images

do not fall on the same parts of the retina because one eye deviates, double images result (See

Figure 5 below). The brain will not tolerate double vision, or diplopia, and will turn the unwanted

image off. This is called suppression and can result in the development of amblyopia. (Refer to

section entitled Amblyopia on page 15).

Figure 4: Image Falls on Corresponding Parts of Both Retinas

0 C)

Figure 5: Double Vision. One eye is Turned - Resulting in Two Separate Images Which Cannot be Fused

II I
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VISUAL ACUITY

Visual acuity in its simplest form is defined as the sharpness of vision. This means that for

each individual having sight there is a set of conditions wherein all parts of an eye are acting

together to produce the clearest possible details of objects in the environment. The average person's

ability to see and respond to standard test items forms the basis for the measurement of visual

acuity.

The usual procedure for obtaining an estimate of visual acuity during screening is to require

the child to give a response to a standardized visual stimulus (these are usually letters, symbols, or

pictures of objects found on eye charts) at a pre-determined distance of 10 or 20 feet. Measures

made at 10 and 20 feet are commonly referred to as distance visual acuity or far-point acuity, while

measurements made at 14 to 16 inches are called near visual acuity or near-point acuity. Most

children's visual problems can be detected with distance screening.

The child's best performance is compared to the average results determined to be normal for

their age group. The most common notation used to record visual acuity is the Snellen method. A

measurement of 20/20 means the person screened can see the details on a screening chart that a

person with average vision can see at 20 feet.

Children 4 years of age and younger are thought not to have developed the adult's ability to

determine differences in detail at the 20/20 level. Therefore, the Snellen notation of 20/40 is used

as an acceptable (passing) level of screening performance for children 4 years or younger.

The 20/30 notation is passing for children 5 years and older. If the acuity is 20/30, it means

that the child can see and respond to details on the screening chart at a distance of 20 feet that the

average adult could respond to at 30 feet.

It should be noted: when a person sees 20/200 in his or her better eye with the best possible

correction on that eye, that person is considered to be "legally blind" and can access services

through the Texas Commission for the Blind.

Should a person being screened at the proper distance give accurate responses to visual

stimuli on the chart that are smaller than 20/20, they may be considered to have better than

normal (average) visual acuity. An example is an acuity of 20/15: this means the individual can

II I
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see the same details at 20 feet that a person with average visual acuity can see once he/she moves

5 feet closer.

The screener must keep in mind that a visual acuity is usually recorded in numbers which

appear to be obsolete. These figures represent an estimated visual acuity at the time of the first

screening. If a failure occurs, a second screening is performed to confirm the visual acuity noted

from the first screening. The screener's knowledge that a visual acuity is a highly accurate estimate

should serve as motivation to follow all of the approved steps in the screening process.

I I

VISUAL ACUITY HAS PROVED TO

BE THE SINGLE MEASURE FOR

DETERMINING THE POSSIBLE

PRESENCE OF A VISUAL PROBLEM.

I
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COMMON VISUAL PROBLEMS

Refractive Errors

Defects of the parts of the eye that bend the incoming light (the cornea and/or lens) may

occur. When light rays cannot be brought to a single focus on the retina, a refractive error is

present. There are three main classifications of refractive errors:

1. Farsightedness (hyperopia)

2. Nearsightedness (myopia), and

3. Astigmatism (unequal refraction within the same eye).

Farsightedness

Farsightedness occurs when the eye does not focus on nearby objects well. The image is

focused behind the retina. (See Figure 6 below.) As a result, a blurred image of the nearby object

may be seen. The child's ability to accommodate and the amount of farsightedness will determine

whether the child's visual acuity is normal or poor, especially at close distances. When

accommodation will not correct farsightedness, a convex or "plus" (+) lens is used.

FARSIGHTED

INABILITY CONVEX
TO BRING LENS
FOCUS ON
RETINA CORRECTED

Figure 6: Farsightedness

Nearsightedness

Nearsightedness occurs when the eye does not focus well on distant objects. The image of

the object is focused in front of the retina. (See Figure 7 on the next page.) The child sees a

II
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blurred image that cannot be improved by accommodation; this results in poor visual acuity at far

distances. Nearsightedness is corrected with a concave or "minus" (-) lens.

NEARSIGHTED

INABIUTY CONCAVE (-)
TO BRING LENS
FOCUS ON CORRECTED
RETINA

Figure 7: Nearsightedness

Astigmatism

With an astigmatism, the cornea or lens in an eye is more curved in one area than in

another. The image of an object is focused at different points on the retina, resulting in blurred

image and poor visual acuity. (See Figure 8 below.) Astigmatism is corrected with cylindrical

lens.

Figure 8: Astigmatism

I

ASTIGMATISM

DISTORTED CYUNDRICAL
IMAGE FROM LENS
IRREGULAR
CORNEA CORRECTED
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Strabismus

Strabismus is an observable deviation of one or both eyes when the person being screened

is looking at a specific object. The eyes may turn in, out, up, or down, and the problem may be

constant or intermittent. Strabismus is sometimes referred to as "squint." When one or both eyes

turn in, the person is said to be "cross-eyed;" when one or both eyes turn out, the person is

sometimes called "wall-eyed." Strabismus is often associated with the development of amblyopia.

Ambivopia

Amblyopia is a general term meaning "dimness of vision in one eye" which cannot

immediately be brought to normal by glasses or contact lenses. It can develop in infancy or at any

period during life. It is estimated that approximately 1% of all children in the United States are

affected to some extent by this condition.

Differences between the information received in each eye and sent to the brain can occur if

there is:

1. a large visual acuity difference between the right and left eyes;

2. a marked astigmatism in one eye;

3. a muscle imbalance (strabismus); or

4. a combination of the above.

The brain, not being capable of dealing with double vision (diplopia), will turn off

(suppress) the offending image. If the condition is detected and treated, early significant

improvement may occur. The potential for good vision is most favorable when treatment is begun

by the age of three or four years; the potential for good vision is poor when treatment is begun near

the age of seven.

II
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IDENTIFICATION OF POSSIBLE VISUAL PROBLEMS

Critical observation of a child's eyes and behavior may provide valuable information about

the need for referral to an eye care specialist, regardless of the child's performance on a routine

vision screening test. Observation of an eye turning inward or outward, occasionally or all of the

time, or eyes moving independently of each other reveals signs of possible visual difficulty. (It is

advisable to ask a co-worker, teacher, nurse, or other observer to assist in confirming such signs.)

It may indicate that a professional eye examination is needed when a child has poor

achievement in school, academic discrepancies, complaints, or observable signs or symptoms.

Observation for signs or symptoms of visual problems is part of every vision screen.

Even if the distance acuity screening test or any other test of visual functioning is passed, observed

signs or symptoms of visual difficulty are reasons for referral to an eye care specialist.

Figure 9 on the following page shows a checklist for signs and symptoms of vision

difficulties that can assist the classroom teacher, or you as a screener, in identifying possible signs

of visual problems. It is strongly recommended that copies of this or a similar checklist be made

and distributed to the teaching staff for their use in reporting such problems to the school health

administrator/nurse or parent.

I I
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RETURN TO VISION SCREENER

CHECKLIST FOR SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS
OF VISION DIFFICULTIES

Child's Name: Age:
Name of Person Completing Checklist:

ADpearance of the Eyes:

_Eyes crossed - turning in or out -
at any time

__ Reddened eyes
Watering eyes

__ Encrusted eyelids
- Frequent styes

Complaints Associated with
Using the eyes:

Clumsiness
Headaches

___ Nausea or dizziness
_ Burning or itching of eyes

_ Sees blur when looking up from close
work
Seeing objects double

__ Undue sensitivity to light

Behavior Indications of Possible
Vision Difficulty:

Body rigidity while looking
at distant objects
Thrusting head forward or
backward while looking at
distant objects

- Avoiding close work
Short attention span

- Turning of head so as to use
one eye only

- Tilting head to one side
- Placing head close to book

or desk when reading or
writing

Excessive blinking
- Tending to rub eyes
- Closing or covering one eye

__ Squinting

Other (please explain):

Figure 9: Checklist for Signs and Symptoms of Vision Difficulties

I. I
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VISION SCREENING FOR DISTANCE ACUITY

Vision screening is not a complete or full examination. Its goal is to detect those children

who may have a visual problem and who should be further evaluated by an ophthalmologist or an

optometrist.

Vision screening methods should be appropriate for the age of the child. For this reason,

the selection of one of three different types of screening eye charts is important.

Those three charts are:

1. the Snellen alphabet or Sloan letter chart (See Figure 11 on page 21) - appropriate for

children seven (7) years old and above;

2. the Snellen tumbling "E" chart (See Figure 12 on page 22) - appropriate for children

between the ages of 5 and 6 years; and

3. the H:O:T:V chart (See Figure 13 on page 23) - appropriate for children who are 4 and

5 years old.

Charts that are unacceptable for the Texas program include:

1. picture and number charts,

2. "E" charts that use "E" positions other than the four cardinal direction positions,

3. alphabet charts on which the letters have extensions or serifs (e.g., E, G, F, L, etc.),

and

4. multi-colored charts.

Basic Vision Screening Materials

Screeners need certain materials for effective operation of a vision screening session.

1. A vision screening record, or a comprehensive health record with space provided for

the screening results is needed. This should contain identifying information such as

the name and age (or birth date) of the child, the name of the preschool or school of

the child, the town and county where the preschool or school is located, and address

and/or phone number of the parents or guardian. The record should also provide the

following information for each screen given:

I
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a. acuity for each eye at far-point (in 20/20 notation),

b. observed signs or symptoms of a visual problem,

c. where light fell on the eyes during the Hirschberg corneal light reflex test,

d. eye(s) shift or noting that eye did not shift during the cover and uncover test,

e. the results of any other vision test administered,

f. date of the screen, and

g. name of the screener.

The following information should be included on the vision screening or health record for

those who are REFERRED to an eye care specialist:

a. acuities from examination,

b. outcome or treatment indicated,

c. educational implications,

d. date of examination,

e. name and address of eye care specialist.

The Department of State Health Services has developed a vision screening record (M-60

form, See Figure 10 on the next page). This may be duplicated and used for each child who is

screened; however, the Department of State Health Services will not provide copies of this form for

every child required to be screened.

I
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Figure 10 20
DEPARTMENT OF STATE HEALTH SERVICES

CERTIFICATE OF RECORD FOR
VISION SCREEN AND/OR EYE EXAMINATION

ATTENTION PARENT: The Vision and Hearing Screening Program requires that every child have an eye examination or
an approved vision screening test prior to or within 120 days after entry into a Texas licensed child-care facility or school.

SCHOOL NAME
CHILD'S NAME
PARENT'S NAME
ADDRESS

CITY COUNTY
BIRTHDATE AGE

TELEPHONE NO.
CITY ZIP

The tests conducted to evaluate your child's vision are screens; they are not diagnostic. This means that if the child fails a screen, it is
necessary for your child to be evaluated by a vision specialist, an ophthalmologist or an optometrist, to determine whether there is a
vision problem. It also means that on some occasions a vision problem may exist that the screens will not identify.

** VISION SCREENER REPORT **

DISTANCE ACUITY SCREEN:

SCREENER:
Is; SCREEN: DATE_
With Correction: o Yes o No

Chart Used:
Letter
"E"
H:O:T:V

o Right Eye 20/
o Left Eye 20/

Machine o PASS o FAIL

HIRSCHBERG CORNEAL
LIGHT REFLEX TEST

o Light reflection is centered or
slightly toward the nose the same
distance in each eye.

o Light reflection is not centered
nor slightly toward the nose the
same distance in each eye

o PASS o FAIL

2n SCREEN: DATE_
With Correction: o Yes n No

Chart Used:
Letter

H:O:T:V
Machine

o Right Eye 20/
o Left Eye 20/

o PASS o FAIL

COVER AND UNCOVER

NEAR: 12-13 inches

o No Eye Movement

o Eye Movement

o PASS o FAIL

COMMENTS/OBSERVATIONS:

FAR: 10 - 20 Feet

o No Eye Movement

o Eye Movement

o PASS o FAIL

REFERRAL TO AN EYE CARE SPECIALIST (OPHTHALMOLOGIST OR OPT)METRIST) DUE TO:

ri Distance Acuity Test o Observable Signs or Symptoms o Other:
o Hirschberg Corneal Light

Reflex Test (describe)
o Cover and Uncover Test o Parent/Doctor Request o UNSCREENABLE

DATE OF FINAL SCREEN: NAME OF SCREENER:

* WAIVER OF REFERRAL ***

My child is being seen by an eye care specialist,

(doctor's name), for the problem(s) indicated.

Parent's Signature Date
Revised 8/2011 M-60

, ,
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2. Screeners also need visual acuity charts, wall models, or back lighted instruments.

a. The Snellen letter chart is available in both the 20- and 10-foot models. This chart

is preferred for the screening of the child who is seven or older; however, it can

only be used when the child can identify letters in the alphabet 100% of the time.

Figure 11 shows a replica of the Snellen letter chart.

If """" 'M

E
H N

D F N

P T X Z

U Z D T F

D F' N P T H

P H U N T 0 Z

Figure 11: The Snellen Letter or Alphabet Chart

b. The Snellen tumbling "E" chart is available in both the 20- and 10-foot models.

This chart is generally used with 5- and 6-year-old children who cannot identify

alphabet letters 100% of the time but who know or can be easily taught directional

concepts and how to respond consistently to presentations of symbols representing

directions. Figure 12 on the following page shows a replica of the Snellen

tumbling "E" chart.
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Figure 12: The Snellen Tumbling "E" Chart

c. The H:O:T:V matching symbol chart set may also be used for vision screening.

ONLY THE 10-FOOT MODEL MAY BE USED
The set includes:

(1) a 9" X 14" chart with the H:O:T:V symbols

(2) a 4-object ("H," "0," "T," and "V") response panel, and

(3) 4 flash cards with the letters: "H," "0," "T," and "V."

This test is based on a matching-objects method, and it is generally used with 4-

and 5-year-old children who cannot grasp the directional concept (possibly due to

youth, mental or physical limitations, or language barriers.) To be screened with

the test, they must know or be taught the matching concept and how to respond

100% of the time to presentations of the symbols, "H," "0," "T," and "V." Figure

13 on the following page shows a replica of the H:O:T:V chart.

SYMBOL CHART FOR 10 FEET
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Figure 13: H:O:T:V Chart

3. Cover or "window" cards (and paper clips for attaching if needed) are made to fit

each type of eye chart and are used to mask, or cover, portions of the chart for greater

ease in screening younger children.

a. Plain cards are used to cover all of the screening lines not generally used. A plain

cover card is shown below in Figure 14.

40 H V T H o0

4gr Ve4P0mVCTrV

Figure 14: Plain Cover Card maims_______________________
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b. Window cards are used to reveal only one line at a time (linear screening

method) or one letter or symbol at a time (isolated screening method). Both

methods are shown in Figure 15.

=NEWSMB coma

I S

UINEAR ISOLATED

Figure 15: Window Cover Cards

4. A steel measuring tape or heavy cord that will not stretch or shrink can be used for

measuring the 20-foot or 10-foot distance needed between the chart and the child.

5. Masking tape can be used to mark the testing spot where the child stands or where

SjjOV J

THE ISOLATED METHOD IS USED ONLY
WHEN THE LINEAR METHOD DOES NOT
MAKE SCREENING POSSIBLE.

Example: Use the isolated window card when:
(1) the child can play the pretest game with

100% accuracy (see SCREENING
PROCEDURES, Pretest and Practice,
on page 38) and

(2) the child can play the pretest game from
the chart using both eyes and

(3) the child cannot be screened from the
chart even using the linear window
card.

I

I I
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the back of the chair should be placed if the child is being asked to sit. It may also be

used to secure charts to the wall. (It might be appealing to young children to have

"footprints," or drawings of two shoe soles, taped to the floor at the proper distance.)

6. Occluders (3" X 4" pieces of construction paper with rounded corners, dixie cups, or

commercially produced paddle-like devices) can be used to totally block the vision in

one eye while the other is being tested (See Screening the Child, No. 2, on page 39).

7. Plain brown or "butcher" paper may be taped behind wall charts to provide an

uncluttered background. It may also be used to cover windows that produce a glare on

or around the eye chart.

8. One or more lamps with flexible stands (goose-neck) may be used to provide

sufficient lighting for the chart. (60 watt, frosted bulbs are recommended.)

9. Pointers may be purchased or made from a dowel or small rod. (Be sure they are long

enough that the assistant screener's body does not block the child's view of the chart.)

It is best if the pointer or its pointing end is painted dark.

10. Small table or TV tray for H:O:T:V response panel.

11. Light meter (optional) - Consult the manufacturer's instructions for use.
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For a list of specific vendors providing vision screening charts and supplies, google the
following:

" "Snellen Alphabet Eye Chart"
* "Sloan Letter Eye Chart"
" "Snellen Tumbling E Eye Chart"
" "HOTV (Crowded Version) Eye Chart"
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SCREENING ENVIRONMENT

What is Required?

The environment in which vision screening is done should be conducive to accurate

testing. It should consist of :

1. a quiet area free from disturbances.

2. a room at least 22 feet long to permit use of the 20-foot eye chart. If this is not

available, a room at least 12 feet long is required for the use of the 10-foot chart.

3. an uncluttered, non-pattered wall where the chart is to be located.

4. normal light, without shadows or glare on the eye chart face. When using a light

meter, the face of the chart should read between 10 and 30 footcandles. (One

footcandle is a standard measure of the amount of light reflected from an object.) The

general room lighting should be no less than 1/5 the amount on the chart.

a. In darker locations or on cloudy days, supplemental lighting for the chart may be

necessary. One or two goose-neck lamps should be placed approximately 3 feet

from the chart at a 45 degree angle for best illumination. Figure 16 and 17 on the

next two pages show how to set up the chart when there is a wall without windows

and a wall with windows.
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Figure 16: CHART PLACEMENT AND

LIGHTING

Using a WallWithout Windows
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Figure 17: CHART PLACEMENT AND

LIGHTING

Using a Wall With Windows
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b. Self-illuminated charts are designed to provide accurate light valves.

How to Set It Up

1. Position the eye chart on a light colored wall so that the 20/30 or 20/40 line, the passing

line (the line which must be read to pass the test), is at the eye level of the average-size child to be

screened. This will be approximately 36-42 inches for young children ages 4-6 while standing.

2. Cover all lines on the chart above the 20/50 line and cover the 20/15 line, if it is

present.

3. Measure a 20-foot (10 foot) distance from the chart to the place where the child is to

stand or sit. Mark that spot with masking tape or tape "footprints." If the child is to be

seated, the back of the chair should be lined up with the marked spot.

The 20-foot distance is preferred; however, due to space limitations or poor testability of the

child, the use of a 10-foot chart is permitted.

THE H:O:T:V CHART MAY ONLY BE USED AT 10 FEET AND

MAY REQUIRE A SMALL TABLE FOR ITS RESPONSE PANEL.

LINE THAT MUST BE READ
TO PASS THE TEST

THE 20/40 LINE IS THE PASSING
LINE FOR CHILDREN THROUGH 4

YEARS OF AGE

THE 20/30 LINE IS THE PASSING LINE
FOR CHILDREN 5 YEARS AND OLDER.
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4. Assemble screener materials (screening record forms, pens, occluders, etc.) near the

location where they will be used during the screening.

5. Position assistant screeners at the chart location with necessary materials at a table

facing the child, midway between the child and the chart.
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TRAINING THE CHILD FOR THE

TUMBLING "E" AND H:O:T:V GAMES

Tumbling "E"

1. Instruct children individually or in a group, preferably in their classroom prior to

screening as follows:

a. Introduce the training "E" (a single large "E" printed on paper or cut out of wood

or plastic), showing how the "fingers" on the "E" can be turned to point in different

directions, as shown in Figure 18.

Figure 18: "E" Symbols in Each Direction

b. Show the children how they can use their hands to duplicate the direction of the

"E" fingers are pointing. See Figure 19 below.

Figure 19: Hand Position to Show "E" Direction

c. Turn the "E" in each of the four directions and tell the children to point their

hands - one per child - in the same ways. (Avoid establishing a pattern in which

the "E's" are presented.)

wm 7iiE

fi)k li
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d. Practice with the training "E" until each child shows that he or she knows the

game with no errors.

2. Review the game with the training "E" before the vision screening takes place.

NOTE:

1. If a child cannot learn to show the direction of the "E" points with his/her fingers,

he/she may be given a black cut-out "E" and instructed to make it look like the one

shown.

2. The child may need additional training before screening to help him/her transfer

the game from the training "E" to the "E's" on the eye chart. Refer to No. 3 under

H:O:T:V on the next page.

PRETEST: A child must be able to duplicate
the direction of each "E" presented in each of
the four directions before being screened with
the Tumbling "E" chart.

H:O:T:V

1. Instruct one child at a time as follows:

a. Show each training flash card (see Figure 20 below), one at a time, to the child.

(These should be shown a few feet away from the child.)

H 0 T V

Figure 20: H:O:T:V Symbols

b. Tell the child to point to or cover the symbol or letter on the panel that looks

like the symbol or letter on the chart. This may require assistance while the child

is learning the game.
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c. If giving verbal directions does not work, trace over the letter on the flash card

with the child's finger. Then, using the child's finger, trace over the matching letter

on the response panel.

d. Training is done by holding the flash cards one at a time at increasingly

further distances from the child, while the child continues to match them on the

response panel. Vary the order the letters are shown in order to avoid establishing

a pattern of response for the child.

e. Practice until the child shows he/she knows the game with and can identify each

letter with no errors. Then, he/she can play the game 10 feet from the chart.

2. Review the game before the vision screening takes place.

3. The child may need additional training before the screening to help him/her transfer

the game from the flash cards to the H:O:T:V screening chart. This may be done in

the following manner.

a. Move the child and panel close to the chart.

b. Tell the child to use both eyes and play the game with you in this new way.

c. Point to each of the four symbols on the chart. Ask the child to point out the same

symbol on his/her panel and repeat until the child can do this without error. See

Figure 21 below.

-A-

Figure 21: H:O:T:V Response Panel [I

I
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d. Gradually, move the child back to the 10-foot line, so long as his/her responses are

accurate.

PRETEST: A child must be able
to match all four symbols (letters)
every time before being screened
with the H:O:T:V chart.

Note

If the child is not trainable using this technique, attempt to retrain and perform a screen as

soon as possible. (Very young children who are new to a preschool or school may require a month

or two in the program before this training will be effective.)

If the child is still not trainable, he/she probably cannot be screened using the techniques

presented in this manual. SPECIAL SCREENING TECHNIQUES OR REFERRAL TO AN EYE

CARE SPECIALIST IS RECOMMENDED.
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ROLES OF THE DISTANCE ACUITY

VISION SCREENING TEAM

After the selection or creation of an appropriate screening environment, the screener should

organize the screening team. Ideally, this team should consist of three certified vision screeners to

fill the following positions and perform the duties assigned to each. These are suggested roles; all

activities need to be performed, but not necessarily by the person designated here. However, it

should be determined before the screening who is doing what!

1. Screener:

a. Assists team members in setting up screening area

b. Greets child and establishes friendly rapport

c. Gets name for Recorder/Observer and age for Chart Attendant

d. Positions child 20 feet (or 10 feet) from the chart

e. Holds occluder for each child as each eye is screened separately (Child does not

hold occluder at any time.)

f. Determines when the child is responding correctly and signals Chart Attendant when

to display next symbol or line on the chart (See Screening The Child, No. 6, on

page 40.)

g. Signals team Recorder when to record visual acuity

2. Chart Attendant:

a. Assists team members in setting up screening area

b. Determines beginning, practice, and passing lines according to the age of the child

being screened (The practice line is the line directly above the child's passing line on

the chart.)

BEGIN SCREENING ON THE 20/50 LINE
FOR CHILDREN 4 YEARS OR YOUNGER

+++++++++ +++ ++++++++++++

BEGIN SCREENING ON THE 20/40 LINE
FOR CHILDREN 5 YEARS OR OLDER
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c. Uses window cards to screen in linear (or, if necessary, isolated) manner

d. Listens to Screener's signals to determine:

- what line to display

- what symbol to display

- when to repeat a line

e. Points to appropriate symbol using pointer

3. Recorder/Observer:

a. Assists team members in setting up screening area

b. Records visual acuity of each child on appropriate form when signaled by Screener

during screening

c. Records signs or physical symptoms of vision problems and aids Screener in

observation of each child (See Figure 9 on page 17 for the checklist.)

d. Observes behavior of child during screening and makes sure child does not peek

around occluder

e. Notes on appropriate forms which children must be rescreened or referred to an eye

care specialist (See DISTANCE ACUITY PASSING/RESCREEN/REFERRAL

CRITERIA on page 43).

For a more equitable sharing of the screening responsibilities, rotation among these

positions may occur periodically. It should be noted that when screening, the person who is the

"Screener" is responsible for directing the activities of the others.

In the event that certified vision screeners are not available to form the other members of the

team, the certified screener may train and direct the activities of other individuals to serve as

screening assistants only as long as they are under the direct supervision of the screener. It must be

explained to the assistants that they are, in no way, certified vision screeners.

The team should develop systems to:

1. maintain a continuous flow of children into the screening area so that only one child

is in the area at a time, and

2. have the child's health record, or a record for screening results with identifying

information, available at the time of the screening. As each child is brought in to be

screened, his/her record should be located for the screener.
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SCREENING PROCEDURES

Greetine

1. Three team members should be at their assigned stations:

Screener with the child

Chart Assistant at the chart

Recorder/Observer at the recording table

2. Screener: Greet the child, get the child's name and age, and tell the name and age to

the other team members.

3. Recorder/Observer: Record all signs and symptoms of possible vision disorders. (See

Figure 9 on page 17 for the checklist.)

Pretest and Practice

1. Screener: Make sure the child knows how to play the pretest game by presenting, one

at a time, symbols to be used.

THE CHILD MUST UNDERSTAND HOW TO
RESPOND TO THE TEST SELECTED AND MUST
ANSWER THE PRETEST WITH 100% ACCURACY.

2. Screener: Have the child stand with back of heels at the 20-foot (or 10-foot) mark,

facing the chart (if seated, the back of the chair should be aligned with the mark).

Experienced screeners report faster results when the children are screened while

standing.

3. Screener: If the child is supposed to wear glasses or contact lenses, they should be

worn at the time of the screening.

4. Chart Attendant: Determine the beginning line based on the child's age, 20/40 or

20/50. (See No. 2 under Roles of the Distance Acuity Vision Screening Team on page

36.)
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Place window card, if needed, on the chart to expose the whole beginning line (known

as the practice line) or a symbol on that line. (Some experienced vision screeners report

using the window card with older children to help prevent memorization of the lines.)

5. Screener: Have the child read a few symbols on the practice line using both eyes to be

sure the child can be screened from the chart.

6. Chart Attendant: Place the tip of the pointer directly below each symbol to be read

without touching the symbol (about 1/4 inch below each symbol).

7. Screener: Always react to the child in a positive manner. Using words such as "good"

or "fine" after each response will speed up the screening, especially for very young

children.

NOTE

If the child cannot play the pretest game from the chart, the Screener should move the child

closer to the chart and attempt to play the game again with both eyes. When correct responses are

obtained, begin moving the child back to the 20-foot (or 10-foot) spot while playing the game. A

valid screen may only be conducted from the 20-foot (or 10-foot) distance.

Screening The Child

1. Screener: If the child is supposed to wear glasses, screen with the glasses on.

IF THE CHILD IS SUPPOSED TO WEAR
CORRECTION, RESCREEN OR REFERRAL
IS BASED ON ACUITIES WITH GLASSES
OR CONTACT LENSES ON.

2. Screener: Always screen the right eye first. Cover the left eye with the occluder,

telling the child to keep both eyes open.

a. If a paper occluder is used, cup it to avoid touching the eye and throw it away after

each child.

b. If a non-disposable occluder is used, wipe it with alcohol after each child.

3. Screener: Ask the child to identify the symbols the Chart Attendant points to.

4. Chart Attendant: Stay on the beginning or practice line, but point out the symbols in
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the opposite direction from the practice session so that the child does not memorize

the symbols.

5. Screener: Determine whether the child is responding correctly and signal accordingly

to the Chart Attendant.

TO PASS A LINE, THE CHILD
MUST IDENT[FY ONE MORE

THAN HALF THE SYMBOLS* ON
THE LINE.

*If symbols are not on a chart and are
presented one at a time, as with the
Insta-Line screener, 4 out of 6
symbols identified correctly
constitutes a PASS.

6. Chart Attendant: Move down to the next line or repeat the practice line in reverse

order according to the directions of the Screener.

If the child passes, or reads each line correctly, proceed to the next smaller line

reversing the direction which the symbols are presented. Proceed down the chart in a

zig-zag (snake-like) fashion through the 20-foot line as long as the child can identify

one more than half the symbols on each line. (See Figure 22 on the following page.)

[I

I



SYMBOL CHART FOR 10 FEET

EL.

Figure 22: Snake-Like Screening Pattern

7. Screener: Signal to the Recorder/Observer the child's visual acuity score.

VISUAL ACUITY IS ALWAYS
THE LAST LINE THAT IS
READ CORRECTLY (PASSED).

8. Recorder/Observer: Record the visual acuity score for the right eye on the health or

screening record.

9. Team: Screen the left eye following the procedures described above.

II

THERE ARE TWO PRODUCTS OF A
DISTANCE ACUITY SCREEN:

1. DETERMINE WHETHER THE
CHILD PASSES OR FAILS THE
SCREEN

-AND-
2. OBTAIN A DISTANCE ACUITY FOR

EACH EYE.

41
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If the Child Can Not Read a Line Above the Passing Line (20/30 or 20/40 line)

1. Screener and Chart Attendant:

a. If the practice line (20/40 or 20/50 line) is not passed, repeat it in reverse order - if

it is still not passed, move up the chart to the 20/200 line. Resume the screening

procedure until a line is not passed (read) or until the 20/20 line is read.

-or-

b. If the repeated practice line is not passed, move up the chart to the next larger line.

If the child fails this line, continue up the chart until you find a line that the child can

pass. Now, move down the chart again until the child fails to read (does not pass) a

line or until the child reads the 20/20 line. (This procedure may be more frustrating

to the young or visually impaired child. It is, therefore, preferred that the first

method be used.)

PEEKING AROUND THE OCCLUDER
RESULTS IN MORE CHILDREN PASSING
THE SCREEN WHO WOULD NORMALLY
FAIL. THIS IS POSSIBLY THE MOST
COMMON SCREENING ERROR.

BE SURE THE OCCLUDER BLOCKS ALL
THE VISION IN THE EYE IT COVERS!

I

I
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DISTANCE ACUITY PASSING/RESCREEN[REFERRAL CRITERIA

PASSING CRITERIA FOR DISTANCE ACUITY SCREEN

Children through 4 years of age must:
HAVE 20/40 ACUITY, OR BETTER, IN EACH EYE (READ ONE MORE THAN HALF THE SYMBOLS ON
THE 20/40 LINE)

-and-
HAVE LESS THAN A TWO-LINE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PASSING ACUITIES OF EACH EYE (i.e.,
20/40 in the right and 20/20 in the left is FAILING even though each acuity passes individually)

++++I-4+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++-I+++++++++++ +++++++++++

Children 5 years and older must:
HAVE 20/30 ACUITY, OR BETTER, IN EACH EYE (READ ONE MORE THAN HALF THE SYMBOLS ON
THE 20/30 LINE)

FAILING ACUITIES

4 years or younger:
20/50 or worse in either eye

-or-
20/20 in one eye and
20/40 in the other eye

5 years or older:
20/40 or worse in either eye

RESCREEN CRITERIA FOR DISTANCE ACUITY SCREEN

If the child FAILS the screening of either or both eyes, RESCREEN
within approximately 2 weeks.

+

All children who fail the initial screening by a telebinocular
instrument (e.g., Titmus, Keystone) should be rescreened with one of
the three approved screening charts prior to referral.

REFERRAL CRITERIA FOR DISTANCE ACUITY SCREEN

Refer the child to an eye care specialist, if he or she:

1. FAILS the second acuity screen
-or-

2. Shows SIGNS OR SYMPTOMS OF A VISUAL PROBLEM
-or-

3. PASSES the distance acuity screen but FAILS any other required vision screen
-or-

4. PASSES the distance acuity screen but FAILS any other professionally recognized, age-
appropnate vision screen

I

I
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MUSCLE BALANCE AND BINOCULAR VISION

Six external muscles are attached to the eyeball. They function in pairs to cause the rotation

of the eyeball; when one of the pair contracts and shortens to pull the eyeball in its direction, the

other muscle relaxes and lengthens so that the eye turns toward the tighter muscle.

The amount of "give and take" between the two muscles should be reciprocal, i.e., one should relax

in the same amount as the other contracts. Equally as important, the corresponding pairs of muscles

of both eyes should function simultaneously and to the same degree. The muscles of each eye

should cause both eyes to turn and align themselves directly upon the object to be viewed. This

action of the eye muscles is similar to that of reining a team of horses - when you pull on one side,

the other gains slack and the horses' heads move in the direction of the pull. (See Figure 23 below.)

Figure 23: Eye Muscles Work Like Reining a Horse Team

This situation in the eyes is referred to as muscle balance. When one of the pair does not

respond adequately and one eye is unable to look directly at the object, then the individual has a

muscle imbalance.

Binocular vision occurs when both eyes are able to fixate (focus) on an object and fusion of

the two images (when the brain "blends" one image from each eye) takes place, for a clear and
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accurate picture of the object. Binocular fusion is shown below in Figure 24.

Figure 24: Binocular Fusion

Binocular vision should be established by six months of age. At that age, muscle balance

screening can be done with reasonable assurance of its developmental appropriateness. (Refer to

the section, Development of the Seeing Process and Binocular Vision, on page 9 for further

information on this topic.)

Fusion may not occur when a muscle pair is imbalanced; the image "seen" by one eye may

differ greatly from the image "seen" by the other eye. This can also be the result of significant

refractive error (myopia, hyperopia, or astigmatism or other conditions) in one eye. Binocular

fusion can usually be developed to near normal functioning when remediation is provided early

enough in the child's life, and established binocular fusion in adults can be regained with lens

corrections for the indicated problem(s). However, when binocular fusion is not developed in the

very young child (between birth and three years), a great potential exists for amblyopia to occur.

Since distance acuity testing will detect most significant refractive errors, muscle balance

testing is needed to determine whether the eyes are aligned with each other for binocular vision to

be possible. The simplest test for muscle balance is the Hirschberg corneal light reflex test. This

test is appropriate for all age levels beginning at six months of age. Because this is a subjective

screen, care should be taken in making referrals for muscle imbalance based on one person's

administration of this test. Rescreening of muscle balance failures at the time the screen is
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administered is always recommended, and verification by another certified vision screener would

further assure appropriate referrals.

The cover and uncover test are more definitive with regard to significant muscle imbalance

than the Hirschberg corneal light reflex test. However, it requires adequate training in

administration and in recognition of movement indicating muscle imbalance. One particularly

appealing feature of the cover and uncover test (which also exists for the Hirschberg corneal light

reflex test) is that they can be administered repeatedly for assurance of initial findings; the only

requirement for continuing to conduct this screen is that the child has the ability to continue fixating

on the target object(s) used for the near and far tests.

Other gross types of screens for binocular fusion are the Titmus stereo fly or reindeer tests.

The Random Dot "E" and the Worth 4-Dot are near tests that are also popular tests for fusion. These

are all especially good tests to use with very young children. However, they are considerably more

expensive than the materials used with the Hirschberg corneal light reflex test and the cover and

uncover test. Procedures and referral criteria are specified for each of these fusion tests in the

information that accompanies them, and those guides should be followed precisely.

Telebinocular testing instruments (Optec, Keystone, Titmus, etc.) usually have tests for

muscle balance in most of their screening packages, e.g., elementary and adult target series. These

tests screen for binocular fusion and are usually called tests for lateral, vertical, and horizontal

phoria. Failure of a muscle balance test using a telebinocular instrument should be confirmed by

failure of the Hirschberg corneal light reflex test and the cover and uncover test. This assures more

accurate referral rates for muscle balance problems, which can be over- or under-referred.

I

I
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SCREENING FOR MUSCLE BALANCE PROBLEMS

HIRSCHBERG CORNEAL LIGHT REFLEX TEST

THIS TEST IS STRONGLY RECOMMENDED FOR
PRESCHOOL, KINDERGARTEN, FIRST AND
THIRD GRADES.

Purpose:

Description:

Equipment:

Procedure:

To detect a constant muscle imbalance or misalignment of the eyes (a type of strabismus).

By noting the position of light reflected in the pupils, the observer is able to detect a constant
strabismus of lesser degree than when simply observing eye position.

Penlight and, possibly, a small, solid interesting object for fixation (if light from penlight is
not attractive enough).

At Near:
1. Position child so that penlight is held 12-13 inches away, directly in front of the child's

eyes.

A good way to do this is to line your face up with the child's (features parallel with each
other) and hold the penlight in front of your nose 12-13 inches away from the child's face.

Do not hold the light at an angle or move it back and forth while you are observing
where the light falls.

2. Light from Denlight is directed at the bridge of the nose.

3.

4.

5.

Instruct the child to look toward the light or at your nose (or if a young child, move the
light back and forth to make it an object of attraction and fixation - return to a fixed
position for observation.)

Another fixation target may be used near the light if the light loses its attraction value.

Observe the reflection of the penlight in the pupils of both eyes; these should be centered
or equally centered slightly toward the nose.

PASS: The reflection of the penlight appears to be centered in each pupil or when the
reflection is slightly toward the nose the same distance in each pupil.

FAIL: The reflection of the penlight does not appear to be in a centered or slightly toward the nose
position the same distance in each pupil.

Recording Results: Indicate test name and state "pass" or "fail."

Rescreen: Rescreen before referral to an eye specialist. Rescreen immediately. There is no need to
wait 2-3 weeks. Revised 4/97
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Deviated = Refer

TROPIA --- strabismus; a fixed muscle imbalance of an eye
PHORiA --- a tendency toward a muscle imbalance of an eye

Possible Findings from the Hirschberg Corneal Light Reflex Test
Normal

Light reflex centered in each pupil

Light reflex slightly to nose in each pupil

a. b.

ESO- EXO-
(inward deviation) (outward deviation)

C. d.

HYPER- HYPO-
(upward deviation) (downward deviation)

14 1

ell
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COVER AND UNCOVER TEST

THIS TEST IS STRONGLY RECOMMENDED FOR PRESCHOOL,
KINDERGARTEN, FIRST AND THIRD GRADES.

Purpose: To detect a constant muscle imbalance or misalignment of the eyes (a type of
strabismus).

Description: Observing the person's eyes to see if they shift while alternately covering and
uncovering the eyes. Binocular vision, or the ability of the two eyes to focus on
the same object and make a single mental image, is being tested.

Equipment: A small, solid, interesting object and an occluder.

Procedure: At Near:

1. Align your eyes with the person's eyes. When screening children, this is best done
with the screener sitting and the older child standing, or the younger child or infant
being held in the lap of an adult in an upright position.

2. Hold target object 12-13 inches away from the person's eyes directly in front of
them.

3. Permit eyes to fixate on the target object by allowing 2-3 seconds of observation
of object. (Fixation can be checked by moving the target object back and forth and
watching whether the person's eyes follow.)

4. Cover the right eye with the occluder (watching the left eye for any shifting.*)
Leave covered 2-3 seconds.

5. Remove cover away from bridge of nose (watching the right eye for any shifting.*)
Allow 2-3 seconds for both eyes to fixate on target object again.

(For young children, target object may need to be manipulated or changed to
maintain their attention.)

6. Cover the left eye with the occluder (watching the right eye for any shifting.*)
Leave covered for 2-3 seconds.

7. Remove cover away from bridge of nose (watching the left eye for any shifting.*)
Allow 2-3 seconds for both eyes to fixate on target object again.

8. Repeat procedure several times to be assured of observations.

Procedure: At Far: Repeat procedure as above, except target object should be 10-20 feet
away and large enough to be seen well.

*Experience will permit the screener to observe both eyes simultaneously for shifting; however, the

most recently uncovered eye deserves primary consideration.
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PASS, RESCREEN AND REFERRAL CRITERIA

PASS: NEITHER EYE SHIFTS (Interpretation is No Manifest Deviation).

RESCREEN: If when covering one eye, the other eye shifts to pick up fixation or the uncovered
eye shifts to pick up fixation. This is of concern and a rescreen is required.
Rescreen immediately. There is no need to wait 2-3 weeks.

REFER: After RESCREENING, and the same results are determined (as in RESCREEN
above), then refer.

Revised 4/97

I
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MUSCLE BALANCE PASSING AND RESCREEN CRITERIA

PASSING CRITERIA

HIRSCHBERG CORNEAL LIGHT REFLEX TEST:

The reflection of the penlight appears to be centered in each pupil.

-OR-

Reflection of the light is slightly toward the nose the same distance in each pupil.

COVER AND UNCOVER TEST

Neither eye shifts (Interpretation is No Manifest Deviation).

RESCREEN CRITERIA

Rescreen before referral to an eye specialist. Rescreen immediately. There is no need to
wait 2-3 weeks.
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MAKING REFERRALS

REFERRAL CRITERIA FOR VISION SCREENING

REFER WHEN:

1. Child FAILS the second distance acuity screen.

-- OR--

2. Child repeatedly FAILS either muscle balance test.

-- OR--

3. Child SHOWS SIGNS OR SYMPTOMS of a vision problem.

-OR--

4. Child FAILS any other professionally recognized, age-appropriate vision screen.

When a child needs to be referred to an eye care specialist, a letter should be sent to the

parents telling them that a vision screen indicates the child might have a vision problem (See Figure

25 on the following page for the Letter of Referral for Professional Vision Examination). This

letter should inform the parent how to contact the preschool or school and how to report follow-up

information to the child's preschool or school.

The referral letter should ideally be accompanied by a copy of the screening results. The screener

should be cautious in making referrals for screens other than those prescribed in this manual.

Always adhere to the criteria set for professionally recommended screening methods. This criteria

may be found in manuals that come with the screening instruments or provided by the eye care

specialist in the community.
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LETTER OF REFERRAL FOR PROFESSIONAL
VISION EXAMINATION

Dear Parent:

Because your child's vision is important to his or her future success, a State law, the Vision
and Hearing Screening Program, Chapter 36 of the Texas Health and Safety Code, requires
each child to be provided with required vision screening. Based on the results of the
screenings we have conducted, you are advised to schedule a vision examination for your
child in the near future. If your child is already seeing an eye care specialist (an
ophthalmologist or an optometrist), please complete the "Waiver of Referral" on the M-60
form and return the form to us as soon as possible.

Please return the results of your child's professional examination to us as soon as possible,
since we are required to keep current vision examination results in you child's health record.

If you have any questions about our screening program or how to obtain further vision
services, please contact me at the address below.

Sincerely,

Name

Title (School Nurse, etc.)

Street Address

City, State, Zip Code

Telephone Number(s)

Figure 25: Letter of Referral for Professional Vision Examination
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REPORTING PROCEDURES

In order to carry out an effective program, statistics must be gathered and analyzed. In this

way, decisions can be made about the direction of the program to provide the greatest services to the

largest number of people. The more complete and accurate the information you provide to the

Department of State Health Services, the better the staff can assess both the screening program and

the direct service needs around the state.

To that end, preschools and schools are required to submit the Department of State Health

Services' vision screening annual report, Form M-62 (see Figure 26 on the next page), online by

June 30th of each year. As Figure 26 shows, it should contain completed screening and follow-up

information for all children screened within the previous school year, or from June of the previous

year through May of the year the report is due.

More detailed information about the follow-up of children referred for vision examinations

may be requested from specified preschools and schools around the state which are asked to

participate in such a study. Those facilities will be given instructions on how the information should

be submitted to the Department of State Health Services.
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IETEXAS
Department of
State Health Services

VISION SCREENING REPORT
JUNE THROUGH MAY

SIGNATURE (Superintendent or Chief Administrator)_

SCHOOL DISTRICT, PRIVATE SCHOOL OR CHILD CARE FACILITY: (Please fill in all)

NUMBERCITY

NAME COUNTY_

SCREENING PERFORMED BY:

H Preschool/School F Volunteers: Health Dept./Clinic O 0th

G
R
A
D
E
S

K

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

T

LATE EXAM
RESULTS FROM

LAST YEAR
SPECIALIST EXAM

E F
NO TREAT-

PROBLEM MENT

(organization)

DATE

er:

HSR

(organization)

A B C D SPECIALIST EXAM G
- --

TOTAL SCREENED NUMBER E F REFERRED
NUMBER WITH NUMBER NUMBER TRANS- NO TREAT- NOT

GRADES SCREENED CORRECTION FAILED REFERRED FERRED PROBLEM MENT EXAMINED

PRE
SCH

K

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

A B C D E F G
TOTALS

- - -

IB>C IC = D + E + F + G

SUBMIT BY: JUNE 30

L_____ " - -- I
I I

M-62 (Revised 08/11)



Instructions for Completing the Vision Report Form (M-62)

1. SIGNATURE: Superintendent of schools or Chief Administrator.
2. DATE: Date this report is signed and sent to the Department of State Health Services.
3. NUMBER: District number assigned by Texas Education Agency or child care license number assigned by

Department of Family and Protective Services.
4. NAME: Name of the school district or child care center.
5. CITY: Self-explanatory.
6. COUNTY: Self-explanatory.
7. PHR: Public Health Region may be found on map back of Vision and Hearing Screening Requirements.
8. SCREENING PERFORMED BY: Self-explanatory; any or all may be checked if applicable.

FILLING IN COLUMNS APPROPRIATELY: Each column is listed by the grade in which the child is enrolled.
PRE SCH means all preschool children of all ages.

LATE EXAM RESULTS FROM LAST YEAR: Number of children who were referred the year before this
report and who were examined by an eye specialist, an ophthalmologist or an optometrit,
during the current school year. (Refer to instructions for Columns E and F.)

Column A: Number of children screened for vision problems. This number should include those children
screened by physicians or eye specialists.

SCREENED WITH CORRECTION: Number of children who were wearing glasses or contact lenses at the
time of screening. (This number will be smaller than the one in Column A.)

Column B:

Column C:

Number of children who failed the distance acuity screen or any other screen for a vision
problem, e.g., signs and symptoms, muscle balance tests, binocularity tests, etc.

Number of children who were referred to an eye specialist. (To get this number, subtract those
children who were under an eye specialist's care at the time of screening failure from the
number in Column B.)

Column D: Number of children who were referred but are no longer enrolled in this facility.

Column E:

Column F:

Column G:

Number of children who were referred and had no problem upon examination by an eye
specialist.

Number of children who were referred and received treatment or are under observation for a
condition found upon examination by an eye specialist.

Number of children who were referred and were not examined by an eye specialist or that
information is not known.

M-62

Column C = Columns D + E + F + G
NOTE:

Column B > Column C

57
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GLOSSARY

Accommodation: Adjustment of the lens by means of the ciliary body in order to focus an image
on the retina.

Acuity: "Sharpness of vision" that is measured and recorded using an internationally recognized
two-figured indicator, such as 20/20.

Amblyopia: "Dimness of vision" or reduced visual acuity in one eye not usually correctable by a
lens.

Anisometropia: A condition in which the two eyes have different refractive errors requiring a
different lens correction for each eye.

Antibiotic: Agent used to suppress infection due to micro-organisms.

Astismatism: A defect in curvature of the cornea or lens of the eye. As a result, a ray of light is not
sharply focused on the retina but is spread irregularly.

Binocular Vision: The ability to use both eyes at the same time to focus on the same object and to
combine the two images into a single image - giving good depth perception.

Blindness: In the United States, the legal definition of blindness is: central visual acuity of 20/200
or worse in the better eye after correction; or visual acuity of better than 20/200 if there is a field
defect in which the widest diameter of the visual field subtends an angle distance no greater than 20
degrees. (Some states include up to 30 degrees.)

Cataract: Partial or complete loss of transparency of the crystalline lens or its capsule.

Convergence: Turning the direction of the gaze of the two eyes inward.

Diopter: A term, used to describe the strength of a lens. Lenses for nearsighted vision are usually
termed negative (concave), while those for farsighted vision are positive (convex).

Diveruence: Turning the direction of the gaze of the two eyes outward.

Emmetropia: Normal refractive condition of the eye, where a distant object is focused sharply on
the retina without any accommodation effort.

Epicanthus: A fold of skin extending over the inner corner of the eye; in some infants can give the
appearance of strabismus; tends to recede as the bridge of the nose arrows in the course of early
childhood.

I
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Esophoria: A tendency for one eye to turn inward; not generally recognizable unless tested for.

Esotropia: One eye is turned inward; often called "cross-eyed."

Exophoria: A tendency for one eye to turn outward; not generally recognizable unless tested for.

Exotropia: One eye is turned outward; often called "wall-eyed."

Field of Vision: The entire area which can be seen at one time without shifting the head or eyes.

Fixate: To focus one's gaze on an object.

Floaters: Particles in the internal eye fluids that are sometimes visible to the person through his/her
eyes.

Follow-Up: To maintain contact with a person who requires services beyond screening in order to
learn whether services were obtained and whether diagnostic information is being used in the
educational setting.

Footcandle: A unit of measure for light intensity (the amount of light shed by a standard candle at
the distance of one foot).

Fundus: The inner surface of the back part of the eye.

Glaucoma: A disease condition of increased pressure within the eye.

Hyperopia (Hypermetropia): Farsightedness; a person can see distant objects more clearly than
close objects.

Hyperphoria: A tendency for one eye to turn upward; not generally recognizable unless tested for.

Hypertropia: One eye is turned upward.

Hypophoria: A tendency for one eye to turn downward; not generally recognizable unless tested
for.

Hypotropia: One eye is turned downward.

Intraoccular: Inside the eye.

"Isolated" Test Method: Using a window cover card over the eye chart so that the person being

tested sees only one letter or symbol at a time.
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Lipht Perception: The ability to distinguish light from dark, a minimum standard of visual acuity.
See visual acuity.

"Linear" Test Method: Using a window cover card over the eye chart so that the person being
tested sees one line of letters or symbols at a time.

Monocular: Pertaining to the use of one eye.

Myopia: Nearsightedness; a person can see near objects clearly while distant objects appear
blurred.

Near Point of Convergence: The nearest point at which the two eyes can direct their gaze
simultaneously, normally about three inches from the nose.

Nysta2mus: A rapid involuntary movement back and forth of the eyeballs.

Occluder: Any device used to block the vision in one eye; often a stiff piece of paper or paddle-like
instrument.

Oculus Dexter (O.D.): Right eye.

Oculus Sinister (O.S.): Left eye.

Oculus Uterque (O.U.): Both eyes.

Ophthalmolo-ist (Eye Care Specialist): A licensed physician who specializes in diagnosis and
treatment of defects and diseases of the eye, performing surgery when necessary or prescribing other
types of treatment, including medication, glasses, contact lenses and optical aids.

Ophthalmoscope: An instrument for viewing the retina and other intraoccular structures.

Optician: A person who measures lenses, fits them into frames, and adjusts the frames to the
wearer.

Optometrist (Eye Care Specialist): A licensed specialist in vision - an O.D. - who specializes in
the examination of the eyes, prescribing glasses, contact lenses, optical aids, and services for
enhancement of vision.

Orthoptics: The technique dealing with the diagnosis of muscle and sensory imbalances and the
therapy necessary to restore sensory and motor coordination of the eye.

Patching: Covering the eye temporarily to promote usage of the other eye; often a treatment of
amblyopia.

I
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Peripheral Vision: Ability to perceive presence, motion, or color of objects outside of the direct
line of vision.

Phoria: A tendency for an eye to turn out of line from the other eye that is focusing; not generally
recognizable unless tested for.

Photophobia: An abnormal vision intolerance to light; painful sensitiveness to light.

Refraction: a. The bending of light rays through a transparent medium.
b. Determination of refractive errors of the eye and/or their correction by lenses

(spectacles or contacts).

Refractive Error: Amount of myopia, hyperopia, or astigmatism present in an eye.

Snellen Eye Charts: Standardization for the size of each target on the different lines of a chart was
developed by a man named Snellen. Most conventional and widely used eye charts conform to
Snellen standards, although the term, "Snellen," is commonly used to refer to the alphabet chart.
Charts that conform to Snellen standards include: alphabet charts, illiterate or tumbling "E" charts,
H:O:T:V charts, picture charts, and number charts.

Charts that are unacceptable for the Texas program include:
1. Picture and number charts,
2. "E" charts that use "E" positions other than the four cardinal direction positions,
3. alphabet charts on which the letters have extensions (E, F, G, L, etc.), and
4. multi-colored charts.

Strabismus (Squint): The two eyes are not directed at the same point.

Suppression: When the image of an object from one eye is not perceived.

Tracking: a. Keeping a record of the services a child receives after referral and of the child's
development related to those services.

b. Uniform movement of the eyes as they follow an object or a light source; when
carefully observed, the ability to track uniformly and fluidly is evidence of good
muscular function of the eyes.

Tropia: One eye turns out of line from the other eye that is focusing; often recognized during
observation.

Visual Acuity: The sharpness or clearness of a person's vision.
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TELEBINOCULAR SCREENING

TITMUS, KEYSTONE, ETC.

The Department of State Health Services (DSHS) requires that distance acuity

testing be conducted for all specified target populations from birth through twenty years of age.

* Initial screening may be done with a telebinocular instrument that has a distance

acuity test.

* Screening of children below the second grade with telebinocular instruments is

not recommended, because over- and under-referrals in this group tend to occur

more frequently than with chart screening and manual testing for strabismus and

hyperopia.

* Screening of children who wear bifocals should be done with extreme caution to

assure appropriate observation of the targets.

* Rescreening of failures on the distance acuity test must be done with one of the

DSHS approved eye charts.

* Rescreening of failures on the muscle balance tests is recommended to be done

with manual tests, such as the Hirschberg corneal light reflex and cover and

uncover tests.

Besides always observing the person being screened for signs of visual difficulty, the

following items should be checked when using a telebinocular instrument:

1) The visual targets, the slides or pictures, should be appropriate for each age level

being screened.

2) The visual targets, mirrors and lenses, should be clean. Visual targets should be

without noticeable signs of aging, such as yellowing, cracking, or other distortions.

TDH encourages any vision screening beyond the minimum standards now required,

provided that:

1) The screening method is professionally recognized as being valid for vision screening,

and

2) All persons performing such screenings are trained by a professional knowledgeable

in and experienced with the screening tool(s).
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TIPS FOR TITMUS SCREENING

1. Check the instrument for functioning:
a. right eye occluder
b. left eye occluder
c. "far" switch
d. "near" switch
e. lenses, mirrors and slides for cleanliness
f. clip on slides runs from top down over slide

2. Rule for "far" testing:
a. lens lever up
b. green light on
c. illuminated slide in far window

3. Rule for "near" testing:
a. lens lever down
b. amber light on
c. illuminated slide in near window

4. Group I slides are the Michigan Pre-School Test slides (E with directional reference figures.)
It should be used for children 3 V% years of age through grade 1.

Training cards should be used to teach the "game" and
to assure accuracy of responses. (A pre-test must
yield 100% accurate responses for this test to be used.)

5. Group H slides are the Massachusetts Vision Test slides (E's to be used as in standard E
testing). It should be used with 1st or 2nd graders, primarily, since the alphabet becomes a
more appropriate target after that age.

1. Plus lens test - Indicate on screening record
+diopter power used.

2. Color test - Follow prescribed sequence:
1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 2, and 3

6. Group III slides, Adult series, are appropriate for all who know the alphabet, usually 2nd
grade and older.

m
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE HEALTH SERVICES

CERTIFICATE OF RECORD FOR
VISION SCREEN AND/OR EYE EXAMINATION

ATTENTION PARENT: The Vision and Hearing Screening Program requires that every child have an eye examination or
an approved vision screening test prior to or within 120 days after entry into a Texas licensed child-care facility or school.

SCHOOL NAME
CHILD'S NAME
PARENT'S NAME
ADDRESS

CITY. COUNTY
BIRTHDATE AGE-

TELEPHONE NO.
CITY ZIP

The tests conducted to evaluate your child's vision are screens; they are not diagnostic. This means that if the child fails a screen, it is
necessary for your child to be evaluated by a vision specialist, an ophthalmologist or an optometrist, to determine whether there is a
vision problem. It also means that on some occasions a vision problem may exist that the screens will not identify.

** VISION SCREENER REPORT **

DISTANCE ACUITY SCREEN:

SCREENER:
IST SCREEN: DATE_
With Correction: o Yes o No

Chart Used:
Letter
"E"
H:O:T:V
Machine

o Right Eye 20/
o Left Eye 20/

o PASS o FAIL

HIRSCHBERG CORNEAL
LIGHT REFLEX TEST

o Light reflection is centered or
slightly toward the nose the same
distance in each eye.

o Light reflection is not centered
nor slightly toward the nose the
same distance in each eye

o PASS o FAIL

2nd SCREEN: DATE_
With Correction: o Yes o No

Chart Used:
Letter
"E"l
H:O:T:V
Machine

o Right Eye 20/
o Left Eye 20/

o PASS o FAIL

COVER AND UNCOVER

NEAR: 12-13 inches

o No Eye Movement

o Eye Movement

o PASS 0 FAIL

COMMENTS/OBSERVATONS:

FAR: 10 - 20 Feet

o No Eye Movement

o Eye Movement

o PASS o FAIL

REFERRAL. TO AN EYE CARE SPECIALIST (OPHTHALMOLOGIST OR OpTOMETRIST) DUE To:

o Distance Acuity Test o Observable Signs or Symptoms o Other:
o Hirschberg Corneal Light

Reflex Test (describe)
o Cover and Uncover Test E Parent/Doctor Request o UNSCREENABLE

DATE OF FINAL SCREEN: NAME OF SCREENER:

* WAIVER OF REFERRAL ***

is being seen by an eye care specialist,

(doctor's name), for the problem(s) indicated.

Parent's Signature Date
Revised 8/20 11 M-60

L

My child

,





DEPARTMENT OF STATE HEALTH SERVICES
CERTIFICATE OF RECORD FOR

VISION SCREEN AND/OR EYE EXAMINATION

ATTENTION PARENT: The Vision and Hearing Screening Program requires that every child have an eye examination or
an approved vision screening test prior to or within 120 days after entry into a Texas licensed child-care facility or school.

SCHOOL NAME
CHILD'S NAME
PARENT'S NAME
ADDRESS

CITY. COUNTY
BIRTHDATE AGE

TELEPHONE NO.
CITY ZIP

The tests conducted to evaluate your child's vision are screens; they are not diagnostic. This means that if the child fails a screen, it is
necessary for your child to be evaluated by a vision specialist, an ophthalmologist or an optometrist, to determine whether there is a
vision problem. It also means that on some occasions a vision problem may exist that the screens will not identify.

** VISION SCREENER REPORT **

DISTANCE ACUITY SCREEN:

SCREENER:
IT SCREEN: DATE_
With Correction: o Yes o No

Chart Used:
Letter
"E"
H:O:T:V
Machine

o Right Eye 20/
o Left Eye 20/

o PASS o FAIL

HIRSCHBERG CORNEAL
LIGHT REFLEX TEST

o Light reflection is centered or
slightly toward the nose the same
distance in each eye.

o Light reflection is not centered
nor slightly toward the nose the
same distance in each eye

o PASS o FAIL

2nd SCREEN: DATE_
With Correction: o Yes o No

Chart Used:
Letter
"E"
H:O:T:V
Machine

o Right Eye 20/
o Left Eye 20/

o PASS o FAIL

COVER AND UNCOVER

NEAR: 12-13 inches

o No Eye Movement

o Eye Movement

o PASS o FAIL

CONWENTS/OBSERVAIQNiS:

FAR: 10 -20 Feet

o No Eye Movement

o Eye Movement

o PASS o FAIL

BEFERRAL TO AN EYE CARE SPECIALIST (PHTALMOLOGIST OR OPTONMETIT) DUE TO:L

o Distance Acuity Test o Observable Signs or Symptoms o Other:
o Hirschberg Corneal Light

Reflex Test (describe)
o Cover and Uncover Test o Parent/Doctor Request o UNSCREENABLE

DATE OF FINAL SCREEN: NAME OF SCREENER:

* WAIER OF REFERRAL ***

My child is being seen by an eye care specialist,

(doctor's name), for the problem(s) indicated.

Parent's Signature Date
Revised 8/2011 M-60
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LETTER OF REFERRAL
FOR A PROFESSIONAL VISION EXAMINATION

Dear Parent:

Because your child's vision is important to his or her future success, a State law, the Vision and
Hearing Screening Program, Chapter 36 of the Texas Health and Safety Code, requires each child
to be provided with required vision screening. Based on the results of the screenings we-have
conducted, you are advised to schedule a vision examination for your child in the near
future. If your child is already seeing an eye care specialist (an ophthalmologist or an
optometrist), please complete the "Waiver of Referral" on the M-60 form and return the form to
us as soon as possible.

Please return the results of your child's professional examination to us as soon as possible, since
we are required to keep current vision examination results in your child's health record.

If you have any questions about our screening program or how to obtain further vision services,
please contact me at the address below.

Sincerely,

Name

Title (School Nurse, etc.)

Street Address

City, State, Zip Code

Telephone Number(s)

Revised 8/04

1: I
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Nombre

Titulo (Enfermera escolar, administrador, etc.)

Direcci6n

Ciudad, Estado, C6digo postal

Ni'mero de telefono

Modificado 8/04

L1
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EXAMINACION PROFESIONAL DE LA VISTA

LETTER OF REFERRAL FOR PROFESSIONAL
VISION EXAMINATION

Estimados padres:

Porque la vista de su criatura es importante para que ellos tengan un futuro lieno de 6xito, una ley
estatal que lieva por nombre, Programa de investigaci6n de la vision y de la audiencia, Capitulo
36 del C6digo de Salud y Seguridad de Texas [Texas Health and Safety Code], requiere que a
cada criatura se le provea un examen de la vista. A base de los resultados de los examenes que
hemos hecho, esta es su notificaci6n para que cite en fecha proxima a su criatura para una
examinaci6n de la vista. Si su criatura ya esti bajo el cuidado de un especialista de ojos (un
oftalmblogo u optometrista), por favor complete la secci6n " Waiver of ReferralC en la forma
M-60, y devuelvanos la forma lo mis pronto posible.

Haga el favor de regresarnos los resultados de la examinaci6n profesional de la vista de su
criatura lo mis pronto posible, ya que se nos requiere archivar los resultados actuales de la
examinaci6n de la vista de su criatura.

Si tiene alguna pregunta sobre nuestro programa de eximenes o desea saber c6mo obtener mis
servicios para la vista, por favor comuniquese conmigo a la direcci6n de abajo.

Atentamente,
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE HEALH SERVICES
VISION SCREENING

REVIEW OF VISION SCREENING WORKSHOP

1. Chapter 36 of the Texas Health and Safety Code, known as the Vision and Hearing
Screening Program, requires that preschool- and school-age children entering a child care
facility or school be screened for vision and hearing problems.

2. One primary reason for vision screening of children is the identification of amblyopia, or
"lazy-eye blindness," so that referral for treatment can be initiated.

3. A screening program will not be effective unless it has the follow-up components, diagnostic
evaluations, treatment when indicated, and educational consideration.

4. Referral for examination by an eye care specialist is indicated when there are signs and
symptoms of a visual problem, whether the child passes or fails any of the vision screens.

5. Indication of physical injury to the eye will always warrant professional examination.

6. A record of vision screening should be completed and kept by the school or preschool for
any child who is required to be screened. It should contain distance acuities for both eyes,
results of the Hirschberg corneal light reflex, and the cover and uncover tests, observed signs
or symptoms, any other vision test results, date of screen, and name of screener.

7. All first-time entrants (primarily 4-year-olds and kindergartners) into a child care facility or
school in Texas must be screened for vision problems within 120 days of enrollment or by
the end of the first semester. First, third, fifth, and seventh graders may be screened
anytime during the school year before June 30th. (We recommend completing all screening
by April so that follow-up on referrals can be collected for the annual report.)

8. The vision screening annual report, the M-62, is a report of all the screening activities of a
facility throughout the school year. Preschools and schools must submit the M-62 to the
Department of State Health Services by June 30th of each year.

9. The M-62 should contain completed screening and follow-up information for all children
screened and/or evaluated within the school year; that means the report should show whether
or not every child referred was seen by an eye care specialist.

10. The outcome of the eye care specialist's evaluation should be returned to the child care
facility or the school.
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Distance Acuity

11. The three charts required by the Department of State Health Services for basic visual acuity
screening are:
a. the Snellen letter chart
b. the Snellen "Tumbling E" chart, and
c. the H:O:T:V Matching Symbol Test.

12. The letter chart should only be used with those children who can identify each letter of the
alphabet 100% of the time after training.

13. The "Tumbling E" chart should be used with those children who cannot identify alphabet
letters 100% of the time, but who can correctly indicate the direction of the "E" 100% of the
time after training. They must know the concepts of matching and direction to play the "E"
game.

14. The H:O:T:V chart should be used with those children who cannot correctly indicate the
direction of the "E" 100% of the time, but who can match all four H:O:T:V symbols 100% of
the time after training.

15. The face of the screening chart should be in normal light (10-30 footcandles) without
shadows or glare; the lighting in the rest of the room should be no less than one-fifth (1/5)
that on the chart.

16. The 20/30 or 20/40 (passing) line on the chart should be at the eye level of the child, whether
he or she is standing or sitting for the screening.

17. The distance from the chart should always be measured in feet, since acuities obtained
through this program are reported in 20-foot equivalents.

18. A chart designed for use at a specific distance must be used at that distance, which will be
indicated at the top of the chart.

19. Referrals are made on the basis of the visual acuity measured with glasses or contact lenses
on.

20. Younger children may be asked to read over the chart with both eyes to help them transfer
the "screening game" to the chart.

21. The child should be told to keep both eyes open during screening, even though one will be
covered.

I
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22. Linear test procedures are preferred over isolated test procedures; i.e., showing one line of

symbols on the chart at a time results in a more reliable screen than showing one symbol at a
time.

23. The 20-foot chart is preferred over the 10-foot chart, unless the child is being screened with
the H:O:T:V, which must be at 10 feet.

24. Begin screening on the 20/40 or 20/50 line (one line above the passing line). If the child
cannot read that line, move to the 20/200 line and follow standard screening procedures.
(The screener may also go up one line at a time until one is found that the child can read; this
method is less preferred.)

25. The child fails the distance acuity screen if he or she cannot read one more than half the
symbols on the passing line.

26. If the child fails the chart screening in either or both eyes, he or she should be rescreened
within approximately 2 - 3 weeks of the first screen with one of the required screening
charts.

27. If the child passes the second screen using one of the required screening charts but shows
signs of visual problems, that child should be referred to an eye care specialist for further
evaluation.

28. If the child fails the second screen in either or both eyes, refer the child to an eye care
specialist for further evaluation.

29. Children 4 years of age and under must read the majority of the 20/40 line (20/40 acuity, or
better) or 4 out of 6 symbols at that line. If they show a two-line difference between the eyes
(i.e., 20/40 in the right eye and 20/20 in the left eye), they should be referred.

30. Children 5 years and older must read the majority of the 20/30 line or 4 out of 6 symbols at
that line (20/30 acuity, or better).

Muscle Balance

31. Both the Hirschberg corneal light reflex test and the cover and uncover test screen for
constant muscle imbalance (strabismus).

32. In order to pass the Hirschberg corneal light reflex test, the reflection of the penlight should
appear to be centered in each pupil or the reflection should be slightly toward the nose the
same direction in each pupil.
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33. When conducting the cover and uncover test, the screener should always allow 2-3 seconds

after the cover is placed on one eye for the other eye to focus (fixate) on the target. When
the eye is uncovered, it should be watched for 2-3 seconds to see whether it moves to pick up
fixation.

34. Near vision tests are usually conducted with the target object 12-13 inches from the eyes of
the person being screened. The targets for distance vision tests (e.g., cover and uncover at
distance) should be between 10 and 20 feet away from the person being screened.

Other Vision Screens

35. If the child passes all of the Department of State Health Services prescribed vision screens
but fails any other recognized kind of vision screen (e.g., Titmus fly, Ishihara color teSt,

tracking tests, visual field tests, etc.), refer on the basis of criteria for that particular screen.

36. When telebinocular screening instruments are used (e.g., Titmus, Keystone, Optec, etc.), care
must be taken that the screener is well trained in the use of the instrument and that the child
is watched very carefully for visual indications of problems.

37. If distance acuity is failed on a telebinocular screening instrument, the rescreen in 2 -3 weeks
must be conducted with the appropriate vision screening chart.

38. If muscle balance tests are failed on the telebinocular instrument, rescreen should be done at
that time with the Hirschberg corneal light reflex test and the cover and uncover test in order
to confirm the results of the first screen.
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PRACTICUM CHECKLIST FOR DISTANCE ACUITY SCREENING

Participant

Place Date

Instructor

DID THE PARTICIPANT PREPAREPROPERLY BY:

La NQ (Check one)
( ) ( ) 1. Checking and adapting, if necessary, the lighting in the room for proper

screening?

( ) ( ) 2. Selecting the appropriate chart for the size of the room?

( ) ( ) 3. Correctly positioning tables and assistant(s) and giving clear instructions
as to their responsibilities (who watches the child, who watches the chart,
who records results, etc.)?

( ) ( ) 4. Assembling materials in the appropriate places for recording screening
results (recording forms, pointer, occluders, etc.)?

( ) ( ) 5. Selecting the appropriate chart for the subject being screened (using the
pretest criteria of 100% accurate game responses)?

( ) ( ) 6. Placing the chart at the proper distance and marking foot placement?

( ) ( ) 7. Placing the chart at an appropriate height?

( ) ( ) 8. Properly securing window or cover cards over the chart?

DID THE PARTICIPANT PREPARE THE SUBJECT PROPERLY BY:

( ) ( ) 1. Training the subject to perform the task or "play the game" necessary for
his or her screening?

( ) ( ) 2. Familiarizing the subject (especially if young) with the screen and the
performance of the task or the "game" by first screening both eyes at the
same time?

( ) ( ) 3. Telling the subject that an occluder will be used, that his or her eyes
should remain open when the occluder is put up to the eye?
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DID THE PARTICIPANT EXHIBIT PROPER SCREENING TECHNIQUES BY:

( ) ( ) 1. Giving the assistant proper directions and/or cues before and during the
screening (designating beginning point, using snake-like pattern, etc.)?

( ) ( ) 2. Observing the subject's gestures and expressions while screening (or, if
this is not feasible due to physical limitations, instructing the assistant in
observation of the child)?

( ) ( ) 3. Placing the subject's heels at the 10- or 20-foot line (if standing)?

( ) ( ) 4. Screening subjects right eye first, then the left eye?

( ) ( ) 5. Screening with glasses on?

( ) ( ) 6. Starting to screen the subject at one line above the passing line (on the
20/40 or 20/50 line)?

( ) ( ) 7. Moving to the line above the beginning line if the subject cannot initially
read the chart?

( ) ( ) 8. Keeping an accurate count of the number of symbols missed?

( ) ( ) 9. Demonstrating knowledge of passing criteria by properly recording the
acuity for each eye and making a pass/fail determination? (Assume this is
a second screen)?

( ) ( ) 10. Demonstrating knowledge of the use of a record form by properly filling
an M-60 or similar form for the subject screened?

INSTRUCTOR'S SUBJECTIVE EVALUATION:
In the space below, please write additional comments about the participants overall performance.

PASS FAIL

Instructor's Signature

Date
Department of State Health Services

Vision and Hearing Screening REV 8/04
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VISION AND HEARING SCREENING

PLEASE PRINT NO. MISSED:

TEST SCORE:

)Pass ( )Fail

ANSWER SHEET- HEARING ( ) VISION

PARTICIPANT:

WORKSHOP LOCATION:

1. A B C D

2. A B C D

3. A B C D

4. A B C D

5. A B C D

6. A B C D

7. A B C D

8. A B C D

9. A B C D

10. A B C D

11. A B C D

12. A B C D

13. A B C D

14. A B C D

15. A B C D

16. A B C D

17. A B C D

18. A B C D

19. A B C D

20. A B d D

21. A B C D

22. A B C D

23. A B C D

24. A B C D

25. A B C D





HEARING AND VISION SCREENING
WORKSHOP EVALUATION

HEARING( )

Location:

Trainer:
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VISION ( )

Date:

-Assistant(s). Basic ( ) Recert ( )

Instructions: Check (/) only one box for each item.

1. Did you learn anything from this workshop?

o I acquired substantial new knowledge.
o I acquired a moderate amount of new

knowledge.
o I acquired little or no new knowledge.
o I acquired little or no knowledge.

2. To what extent will you apply what you
learned in this workshop?

a. 0 I will apply it.
b. 0 Little application.

c. 0 I might apply, but first I need to
learn more.

d. 0 I will not apply it.

3. How do you rate the presenter?

a. 0 The presenter was excellent.
b. 0 The presenter was good.
c. 0 The presenter was moderate.
d. 0 The presenter was poor.

Comments:

4. I would like to make the following suggestion(s) for improving this training session:

DEPARTMENT OF STATE HEALTH SERVICES
VISION AND HEARING SCREENING

Rev. 8/04

a.
b.

c.
d.
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